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The Cabinetmaker & the Carver:
Boston Furniture from Private
Collections
by Jeanne Schinto
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Massachusetts Historical
Society, Boston, Massachusetts
Photos courtesy Massachusetts
Historical Society

The Cabinetmaker & the
Carver, on view at the
Massachusetts Historical
Society (MHS) through January
17, 2014, inaugurates a new
venture for this august Boston
institution. “Until recently, we
were really a haven for scholars
but not very welcoming to the
general public,” MHS president
Dennis A. Fiori said on the
exhibition’s October 4 opening
day. “Although we did small
exhibitions and had a wonderful
visual collection, we just hadn’t
brought it out. So about three
years ago I warmed up the
trustees and said, ‘We’re going
to do exhibitions,’ and this is the
most extensive one we’ve ever
done.”
The MHS is an independent
research library founded in 1791
as the [rst historical society in
the United States. I don’t
habitually associate it with
furniture. The repository for the
personal papers of, among
others, John Adams, John
Quincy Adams, and Thomas
Je]erson, it’s a place where I
have looked at manuscript
letters on micro[lm, heard
lectures by biographers of early
patriots, and seen small, cased
exhibitions of little, ^at things,
such as Civil War
daguerreotypes. Fiori’s vision
for the MHS’s future is a
welcome development.
The exhibition is part of the
ongoing “Four Centuries of
Massachusetts Furniture”
extravaganza—a collaboration
of 11 New England institutions.
For more information, see the
Web site
(www.fourcenturies.org), as well
as a previous story in M.A.D.
(May 2013, p. 16-D). At least a
couple of other stories will
follow this one. What makes
The Cabinetmaker & the
Carver special is that most of the
nearly 50 examples in the
exhibition were lent by private
collectors. As a result, this is a
rare, perhaps unique,
opportunity to see them.
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The exhibition’s full-color illustrated
catalog, written by guest curator
Gerald W. R. Ward, can be bought on
line or at the MHS. The 64-page
softcover costs $30, plus shipping or
handling.

Joined cupboard with drawers,
attributed to the Harvard College
Joiners, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
1670–90, oak, maple, cedar, pine.
Private collection.

Sofa, Isaac Vose and Son, with
upholstery by Otis Packard and
carving by Thomas Wightman,
Boston, 1823, mahogany, sugar
maple, cherry, with original underupholstery and modern show covers.
The Colonial Society of
Massachusetts; gift of the
grandchildren of Francis Parkman.
Photograph by David Bohl (courtesy
of Robert D. Mussey Jr. and Clark
Pearce—whose ongoing research
project is about Vose, the leading
furniture company in Boston in the
1820’s).

The pieces date from the 1670’s
through the 1890’s and
represent historical associations
as varied as Increase Mather and
Isabella Stewart Gardner. The
former—one of some
supplementary items from the
MHS collection—is a 16751700 turned “great” chair
believed to have been handed
down by Mather to his
grandson Mather Byles, or else
by his uncle Cotton Mather.
The latter is the cradle in which
Gardner, the art collector and
Boston grande dame, rocked her Cradle, Boston, circa 1863, mahogany
infant son, John Lowell “Jackie” with rosewood graining. Collection of
Gardner III, who died in 1865, Mr. and Mrs. Francis L. Coolidge.
before his second birthday. A
[ne example of Rococo Revival
style, it now belongs to Mr. and
Mrs. Francis L. Coolidge.
Admiring any of these pieces
individually is not the point,
however. The exhibition’s
primary purpose is to provide in
capsule form a look at the
trajectory of cabinetmaking in
Boston, where a substantial
furniture trade began in the
mid-17th century. Its aim is also
to help exhibition-goers,
Desk, probably carved by John Welch,
especially generalists, accept and Boston, 1755-85, mahogany, white
understand furniture as
pine. Private collection.
legitimate historical documents,
as revealing as written
documents, just as full of
cultural information, and as
capable of varying
interpretations of meaning.
“Boston’s furniture, like many
of its citizens, speaks with a
Boston accent,” writes the
exhibition’s guest curator and
its catalog’s author, Gerald W.R.
Ward, a senior curator at the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
which is just a few blocks away
from the MHS. He quickly
adds, however, that there are
many metaphorical accents
represented here, for the
furniture’s often-immigrant
makers were in^uenced by
numerous places around the
globe. A magni[cent 1710-20
japanned high chest from an
anonymous private collection is
a good case in point. A circa
1820 Classical klismos side
chair, inspired by the ancient
Greeks but carved by Englishborn Thomas Wightman, is
another. A third is a masterpiece
of the international Arts and
Crafts movement, an 1885-95
chair attributed to A.H.
Davenport and Company and
lent by Stephen Judge and
James Skelton. A fourth is a
secrétaire à abattant (fall-front
desk) from the 1819-23 period
in the style of the French empire
as interpreted by Isaac Vose and
Son. Fifth, just think of
“Spanish” feet.
One can get a good sense from
this exhibition about what
Boston preferred in furniture
forms and styles through the
centuries. The phases are
distinct as the city moves from
being part of a colony to being
part of an independent nation
destined to become a world
power. And although most of
the pieces were meant for people
of means, several give a nod to
other points on the
socioeconomic scale. A 1725-40
“Boston chair” from the
collection of Norman and Mary
Gronning was once a common
type. Thomas Fitch, the catalog
tells us, sold them for 27
shillings each in 1722-23. Made
of maple with leather upholstery
secured with brass nails, the
chair has a back that is
“crook’d,” as it was called in its
time. Meant to provide the sitter
with “a modicum of comfort,”
the form “foreshadowed a
growing emphasis on good
ergonomics that would come to
typify 18th-century furniture,”
Ward observes.
The city’s own version of the
blockfront style, popular in
Boston from the 1730’s through
the end of the century, is well
represented here. A 1730-40
blockfront bureau dressing
table, made in Boston possibly
for William Parker of
Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
is described by Ward as
“exquisite,” yet “may have been
one of the furnishings that
contributed to Parker’s
somewhat grandiose style of life,
which one colleague noted went
‘rather beyond what is merely
decent and necessary.’” An even
more grandiose Boston
furniture invention of the mid18th century is the monumental
desk-and-bookcase form, which
Ward cleverly compares to “a
modern computer,” whose
numerous small drawers,
pigeonholes, and other
compartments provided “a new
level of specialization and
organization that was unheard
of just a generation or two
earlier.”

Side chair, Edward Hixon, Boston,
1857, walnut. MHS collection.

Wheatley family card table, Boston,
1760-70, mahogany, pine. MHS
collection. Photograph by David Bohl.

Card table, attributed to Thomas
Seymour, with carving attributed to
Thomas Wightman, Boston, 1815-20,
mahogany, with mahogany and
bird’s-eye maple veneers, ash,
chestnut. Private collection.

Desk-and-bookcase, carving
attributed to John Welch, Boston,
1750-55, mahogany, eastern white
pine, ash. Private collection.

Library table, probably Boston, circa
1860, walnut, L. Knife & Son
corporate collection. Note: The busts
are likenesses of George Washington,
Ben Franklin, William Shakespeare,
and Daniel Webster.

Bureau dressing table, Boston, 173040, mahogany, white pine. Private
collection.

A third form peculiar to Boston
and to the Essex County
environs of the late 18th century
is the bombé shape. Only about
40 bombé pieces are known.
The one in this exhibition is a
privately owned chest of
drawers attributed to Thomas
Needham Sr., who worked in
both Boston and Salem,
Massachusetts. I, for one, would
like to read a good psychological
explanation of why the bigbottomed form developed in
this region. It was not popular Japanned high chest of drawers,
elsewhere in the colonies, and
Boston, 1710-20, maple, pine. Private
for good reason, some would
collection.
say.
Being a clockmaker’s wife, I’ve
seen quite a number of Simon
Willard tall clocks, so I wasn’t
motivated to inspect closely the
one in this survey. The more
interesting timepiece to me was
a highly unusual form—a lyre
“banjo clock” that sits on a shelf
instead of hanging on a wall.
From a private collection, it was
made by Sawin and Dyar during
the brief (1822-27) life of that
[rm. John Sawin and George W.
Dyar were the principals.
Their shop was in the
Haymarket section of Boston,
although Sawin, being a nephew
of Aaron Willard, had a strong
connection to the
Roxbury/Boston Neck
neighborhood where the
Willards had their shops and
where so many businesses
subsidiary to clockmaking were
located. John Ritto Penniman,
who painted ornamental reverse
glasses for the Willards, was
there for a time. The reverseglass painting on the throat of
the Sawin and Dyar clock was
executed by Charles Hubbard,
who had been trained by
Penniman.

Turned great chair, Boston or
Charlestown, Massachusetts, 16751700, maple, ash. MHS collection.

Cabinet and bookcase, possibly
designed by Henry Hobson
Richardson and his assistants at
Gambrill & Richardson, Boston, 1880,
oak. MHS collection. Photograph by
David Bohl.

Some of the furniture in the
exhibition was made for the
Cane side chair,
once rather than the home. A
Boston, 1690privately owned 1755-85 slant1705, beech. MHS
front desk is of the kind used by
collection.
Boston merchants, ministers,
and others in need of a place to
write and store ledgers and
important papers. I guess you
could call it a laptop, as
compared to the desk-andbookcase combo. It is a grand
one. Its feet are not only claw
and ball but also are embellished
with carvings of human faces—
bearded men, possibly the ancient forest symbol of the green man, Ward
speculates. The carvings were probably the work of John Welch.
Recognized as Boston’s most notable carver of the period, he also carved
frames for John Singleton Copley as well as woodwork in the Old State
House.
Another 18th-century writing desk—actually, a card table used as a
writing desk—has an association that sent tingles down my spine. From
the MHS collection, by tradition it was owned by John and Susannah
Wheatley and used by Susannah’s personal slave, Phillis. Yes, that Phillis,
Phillis Wheatley, who in 1773 published Poems on Various Subjects,
Religious and Moral. The [rst book published by an African-American,
it was initially issued by a London publisher because none in Boston
would believe that a slave had written it. And when the frontispiece of
Wheatley’s book was engraved by fellow slave Scipio Moorhead, he
depicted her writing at a table much like this one.
That image of Wheatley is in the exhibition, as are other well-chosen
supplementary materials—ephemera, oil portraits, and small decorative
arts. Arranged on top of the japanned high chest, for example, is a private
collection of blue-and-white European ceramics of the type owned by
the kind of family that would have had this chest. Along with a fabulous
turn-of-the-18th/19th-century marble-top sideboard attributed to the
father-son team of John and Thomas Seymour, there is a receipt signed
by Thomas. There are also such things as trade cards of Victorian-era
Boston [rms engaged in the furniture trade and copies of the Boston city
directory opened to pages showing pictorial advertisements for the same.
I don’t need to say much about the Seymours, nor does this exhibition—
at least not to people familiar with American furniture scholarship. It’s
already been said by Robert D. Mussey Jr., author of the de[nitive work
on the subject, The Furniture Masterworks of John and Thomas
Seymour. I haven’t yet mentioned the word “mahogany,” either, since the
exhibition doesn’t even broach the subject of wood, a wise decision,
considering how vast a subject it is. Just how vast it can be is
demonstrated by another scholarly study on only mahogany, Mahogany:
The Costs of Luxury in Early America by Jennifer L. Anderson (see my
review in M.A.D., Feb. 2013, p. 10-D).
“Furniture tells us much about the past—about social customs and
human interaction, about the relationship between Americans and the
world, about the changing nature of technology and the evolution of
aesthetics, among many other topics,” Ward writes. Luxury items when
they were new, many of these pieces have become luxury collector’s items,
whose total value, even if guessed at, would require many zeros and at
least a couple of commas. All by itself, one of the desk-and-bookcases on
view—attributed to John Welch, and with a provenance showing it was
originally owned by Loyalist merchant Gilbert Deblois and his wife and
then their descendants—was sold at Sotheby’s in 2007 for $3,288,000.
Private collecting of American furniture like this has become a pastime
much more akin to playing polo than it is to playing, say, stickball—or
even golf and tennis. Who now cares about Boston furniture of this
caliber, who studies it, who covets it, and who can a]ord to own it?
Answers to these questions provide more truths about us.
The nearly immediate neighbors of the MHS are two colleges, the
Berklee College of Music and the New England Conservatory. After I
left the exhibition and walked down Boylston Street, where scores of
students mingle between classes, I wondered how many of them would
venture into this free exhibition and what they would think of it if they
did. I believe the way to attract new admirers from their ranks of
America’s furniture past is to stress the artistry of the furniture’s
designers and fabricators over any other aspect. Obvious even to a casual
observer, there is ample genius on display.
MHS president Fiori promises that “a lot of wonderful exhibitions” will
follow The Cabinetmaker & the Carver. Up next is one that explores the
creation of the monument to the Civil War’s [rst African-American
infantry unit, the 54th Massachusetts Regiment, led by Robert Gould
Shaw. Designed by Augustus Saint-Gaudens, the bronze relief is set
inside a wall across from the State House on the edge of Boston
Common. That exhibition, Tell It with Pride: The 54th Massachusetts
Regiment and Augustus Saint-Gaudens’ Shaw Memorial, is on view at
the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., through January 20,
2014. It opens at the MHS on February 21 and runs through May 23.
For more information about the MHS, its programs, events, and
exhibitions, see the Web site (www.masshist.org).
Originally published in the December 2013 issue of Maine Antique
Digest. © 2013 Maine Antique Digest
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